
ABC's Swabhimaan Scholarship 

 

 

Regardless of the impact of the lockdown on the Indian economy and its education system, 

clearly there is life beyond the pandemic and preparing for that life can never stop. With this in 

mind, ABC has come up with a novel way for students to constructively use this period and get 

Industry 4.0 ready. 
 

The ABC's Swabhimaan Scholarship initiative offers thousands of focused, disciplined and 

responsible learners its entire industry-leading technical course, all 960 hours of it, along with 

accommodation through the period of physical incubation, completely free! 
 

Starting April 17, students can go through 192 hours of Digital Incubation from the comfort and 

safety of their homes over an eight-week period (4 hours a day from Monday to Saturday).  This 

would be followed by 768 hours of Physical Incubation for a duration of 16 weeks (8 hours a day 

from Monday to Saturday), at ABC's top-notch residential facility once the Covid threat 

subsides.  

 

ABC will help interested students prepare for the test with quality video content created by its 

Founder and CEO Mr Manjunath Aradhya, all completely free. This preparatory content would 

not only help them gear up for the Swabhimaan 2020 Test but also fill them with confidence in 

their own ability to learn IT Industry 4.0 skills.  

  

Through the physical incubation period, the students would be housed in fully-furnished serviced 

accommodations that come with  three wholesome FSSAI certified meals and a full range of 

five-star facilities and services, including a gym, housekeeping and laundry, 24x7 doctor-on-call, 

dedicated study rooms/library with ergonomic seating, a TV lounge hooked to Amazon Prime, 

Hotstar and Netflix and dedicated 10 MBPS free internet.  The campus is covered by secure wi-fi 

connections and biometrics-based security systems ensuring that students spend the entire 16-

weeks of their residential program not just in comfort but in total safety.  

 

Great as all this is, it is still only the icing on the cake. The real deal of course is our technical 

course itself, an experience that simply cannot be described in words. Nevertheless, the 

preparatory video and the study material would give the students a glimpse of what awaits them.  

 

As part of the Swabhimaan Scholarship program, ABC will provide every student placement 

opportunity in pure technical jobs for up to two years of their completing the course. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 


